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Arguably, had there been such an
exoneration clause in line with modern
English and Welsh law norms, the
outcome may have been quite different.

Consequently, anti-Bartlett clauses
were developed that sought to protect
trustees. Most commonly, they exclude
the duty to monitor and intervene in
company management, but some go
further and seek to exclude even the
power to do so. However, the duty
remains to intervene if the trustee
acquires actual knowledge of dishonesty
in the management of the company,
a limitation deriving from public
policy considerations.

In doing this, there was regard to the
common desire of settlors to preserve
a business that had been built up. A
trustee’s interference in its capacity as a
shareholder, often in an industry sector of
which the trustee may have no practical
experience, could be viewed as wholly
undesirable. A settlor may reasonably
want the trustee to own the business and
achieve succession- or estate-planning
purposes only, while letting more
qualified people run it. Cost may have
been a consideration, as a trustee that
properly considers company information
with the benefit of some sector-specific
advice (and/or has a seat on the board
or appoints a specialist non-executive
director to report to it) needs to charge
rather more.

As a side point, were a trust owning
a trading company to be established
since the introdnction of ‘special’ trust
regimes, a conventionally advised settlor
would have probably been instructed to
use a STAR trust or VISTA trust5 that
particularly caters for ‘hands-off’ trust
investment holding. For the purpose
of this consideration, let us assnme
that the trusts in question are classic
discretionary trusts that were settled
between the 1980s and early 2000s using
conventional trust laws.

SHIRTSLEEVES TO SHIRTSLEEVES
Although the particular anti-Bartlett
clause in the trust deed remains
unchanged over the passing of time and
generations, can the same be said for the

‘Trustees should not
expect a “return to
shirtsleeves” to be
accepted without
serious consternation
or a desire to
blame someone’

attitudes of the current beneficiaries?
As was apparent in Bartlett, successive
generations of beneficiaries who become
interested in the trust fund long after
the death of the settlor may have a less
emotional attachment to the integrity
of a single business, and may prefer to
look more critically at financial returns
and performance.

Are these beneficiaries even aware of
the existence, let alone the significance,
of the anti-Bartlett clause? If one or a few
beneficiaries are directly involved in the
running of the business, and others not,
will this change respective expectations?
In addition, along those lines, how
is everyone feeling about executive
remuneration? Might the position simply
be that beneficiaries now expect that
the trustees will be able to take steps to
protect their interests?

Clearly, the answer to all of these
questions will be case-specific.
Notwithstanding, trustees may avoid
future difficulties if such questions are
considered while things are still going
well. If the views of the trust parties are
aligned in relation to trustee investment
management, it will be reassnring to
have this confirmed. If not, the trustee
will wish to be respectful towards
original settlor intent, but should be
looking for solutions to cater for a more
comfortable level of oversight of the
shareholdings that better reconciles their
beneficiaries’ expectation with trustee
fiduciary responsibilities. For example,
the establishment of some sort of tailored
board representation or a family charter
may be worth considering.

What the trustee would be ill-advised
to do is vacillate in terms of levels of
shareholder engagement; on occasions
ignoring the existence of the anti-Bartlett
clause and engaging with the business
(and, in doing so, taking onto its own
shoulders a duty of care), and then
reverting to being passively uninquisitive.
Different trustees’ own styles and
appetites for involvement in operating
businesses will vary. Should this be at
fundamental variance with expectations
of their beneficiaries, an amicable parting
of ways may be best for all in avoiding
future costs and exertion of a dispute.

The worst outcome would be that the
trustee’s shareholding loses significant
value owing to mismanagement,
prompting the beneficiaries to attack
the trustee’s failure of its general duty
to preserve and prudently manage the
trust fund. The trustee’s defence would
most likely rely on the specific anti-
Bartlett clause in the deed, or on a general
exoneration clause that may require a case
to be made out in negligence or ‘gross
negligence’ (assuming that trustees were
not dishonest or fraudulent).

Richard Norridge TEP, a trust
litigation partner at Herbert Smith
Freehills, commented:

1ftrustees have enough appetitefor
risk to hold an operating business at
all, they should work on the basis that
this may well necessitate intervention
at some point (to a greater or lesser
degree). Given exculpation/exoneration
clauses are often very broad, at what
point does it actually become more
risky not to intervene compared with
the risk offailing to intervene being
sufficiently serious tofall outside the
exculpation/exoneration clause?’

CONCLUSION
Trustees cannot expect family businesses
to continue scamlessly on a positive
trajectory year after year, decade after
decade. Trustees should not expect a
‘return to shirtsleeves’ owing to a decline
in the family business to be accepted
without serious consternation or a desire
to blame someone. And so very much the
better if the blamed party will not be part
of the next (beneficiary) family gathering.

Returning finally to Bartlett, this
case underlined that if trustees receive
director-level information and act upon
it appropriately they will discharge
their duty to preserve the trust fund.
Beyond this, can trustees really adhere
to the spirit of anti-money laundering
legislation while not knowing what is
going on in a company they own? The
passivity of the trustee in Bartlett was
criticised: anti-Bartlett clauses seek to
encourage passivity.

It is clear that The 2019 Case That
Shall Not Be Mentioned centred on
that anti-Bartlett clause (including an
exclusion of a power to intervene) in that
court. It is the most recent case testing
the validity of an anti-Bartlett clause,
but it is not the only one, and previous
tests have gone a different way.6 Trustees
will always do well to have an evolving
consideration as to where risk lies, even
if it is in something that was originally
designed to protect them.
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